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SYNOPSIS

The aging veterinary Jan who tries to find a decent way out of his marriage that has become his cage. His last straw is his Grandfathers death, who fought the same inner battle, while his wife, now widow – still in good faith of doing him a favour – keeps deciding everything. Jan's wife Olga is also convinced that she is in charge of their happiness, while Jan is increasingly scared of following his Grandfathers path. He keeps testing more and more peculiar strategies to re-liberate himself and eventually chooses an absurdly adventurous and very uncomfortable way into the wilderness to find out there is no simple manual for reaching his vision of freedom.

DIRECTOR

Radek Bajgar graduated from the Medical Faculty of the University in Brno (Czech Republic) and worked as a doctor until the late 80s until he studied documentary filmmaking at Prague’s Academy of Performing Arts (FAMU). Throughout the 90s he worked as a journalist for magazines as well as the Czech broadcaster TV NOVA where he also became a key producer for various successful TV productions. He also started his career as a director in Television with the romantic drama VILLA FABER (2011) and the comedy series NEVIDITELNI (THE INVISIBLE; 2014). TIGER THEORY is Radek’s debut as a feature film director and has the most successful local film release of 2016.